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CLASS 4 
Endorsement 
Endorsement is writing one’s name on the back of an instrument or in a separate paper to transfer the 
rights therein for the purpose of negotiation (u/s 15). The person who endorses is called the endorser 
and to whom the instrument is endorsed is called endorsee. The instrument should be duly signed and 
stamped by the endorser.  
Types  
1. Blank endorsement: the endorser signs his name but do not mention any order on the back of the 

instrument making the bearer the payee of the instrument (u/s 16(i)) [Example: pay ________. Sd/- B] 
2. Endorsement in full: the endorser signs his name and clearly mentions his order (u/s 16(ii)). A blank 

endorsement can be easily converted into endorsement in full when the holder writes his name on 
the instrument (u/s 49). [Example: pay to A or order. Sd/- B]. The person to whom the title right of 
the instrument can claim the money from the original endorser. [Example: B endorses a blank 
instrument to A. A writes on it ‘pay C or order’. Then C is the endorsee and A is the endorser] 
[Example: C endorses a blank instrument in favor of A. A writes the name of D on it. D endorses it in 
blank to F. Now, if the bill is dishonored, F can sue C but not A or D].  

3. Partial endorsement: a negotiable instrument cannot be endorsed for a part of the total amount. 
However, if any part of the total amount due is paid and the instrument a note thereof, in that case, 
the instrument can be endorsed for the remaining amount (u/s 56). [Example: Pay to B Rs. 500 
written on a bill of Rs. 1000 is invalid].  

4. Restrictive endorsement: endorsement is subject to fulfillment of terms and conditions (u/s 50). It 
restricts further negotiation or restricts the purposes for which the endorsee may receive the money. 
[Example: Pay C for my use].  

5. Conditional endorsement: the endorser can incorporate some conditions in the instrument while 
endorsing it to limit his liability in the transaction (u/s 50). It does not impact the negotiability of the 
instrument. Conditions may be conditions precedent or conditions subsequent. If the endorser 
conditions that his liability will arise only when the endorsee attains majority, is a condition 
precedent. There are some types of conditions subsequent.  

(i) ‘Sans Recourse’ endorsement: the endorser makes it clear to the endorsee or subsequent holder that 
he does not incur any liability to them. [Example: Pay to C or order sans recourse]. Normally 
issued by agents signing an instrument on behalf of the principal or directors signing the 
instrument on behalf of the company].  

(ii) ‘Sansfrais’ endorsement: endorser does not want the endorsee or any other holder to incur any 
expense on his expense on the bill.  

(iii) Liability dependent upon contingency: liability of the endorser will be dependent upon happening of a 
certain event. [Example: pay A or order on his marriage to B]  

(iv) Facultative endorsement: endorser expressly gives up some of his rights on the negotiable 
instruments. [Example: notice of dishonor not required].  

 


